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ORIGINALS IN TOP QUALITY

ERDWICH USED MACHINES

Used machines from ERDWICH
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Right now is the right time for an ERDWICH original! An used machine from ERDWICH assures you an economical and 
safe production with modern and sustainable technology.

You are under cost pressure, but don´t want to compromise on the product quality? We offer you with our used machines 
the right answer.

Our shredders are built for a tough industrial use. They stand for high productivity, extreme robustness and high reliabi-
lity. That‘s why you buy high-end premium technology for first-class product quality with a used ERDWICH machine. On 
the following pages you will find our range of used machines. All machines are delivered overhauled.

No matching used machine here? No problem - let us advise you individually. We will find a suitable solution for you.

Quality  - Made in Bavaria.

Choose the right model for your application.
USED JUST IN CASE

We know your challenges!

PLEASE NOTE: Not all shredders are fully operational. In some individual 
cases you have to supplement the machine with new parts (as you can see 
the example calculation)!

*

WHY ERDWICH?
 INNOVATION IS OUR STANDARD 

We design individual, customer-specific machines and plant 
to match every material and volume specification.  We don’t 
simply sell a product: pursuing our goal of maximum customer 
satisfaction, we create the best-possible solution from a 
technical and business perspective.

 QUALITY MADE IN BAVARIA 
Our modular machines and systems are of an impressively high 
quality, are long-lasting and require little in the way of 
maintenance.  Rugged, reliable, energy-efficient and durable: 
that’s our goal, developed out of many long years of experience.

 PERSONAL, DEDICATED ADVICE 
Experienced project managers provide you with support from 
planning to commissioning. Honesty and a sense of 
responsibility towards our partners guide the decisions we 
make and the actions we take.

 WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT SERVICE
We offer you a comprehensive service package – from the 
experienced handling of your initial enquiry through to 
technical service and professional maintenance. Driven by our 
primary objective of customer satisfaction, we always strive to 
be better.

 FLAT HIERARCHIES
Flat hierarchies and the high degree of decision-making 
freedom promote quick decisions and accelerate all project 
processes.

 STRONG COMMUNICATION
The sum of our success lies in the commonality.
The state‘s dialogue between sales, design and development 
allows ideas to mature into innovations.
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Single-Shaft-Shredder 
M600/1-600-9,2 kW *

Machine number:  2930
Cutting size:   600 x 500 mm
Drive power:   9,2 kW
Blade width:   25 mm
Number of blades:  25 pieces
Blade shape:   3-hooked
Perforation diameter: variable
Construction year:  2018

Cutting unit with funnel, 2 hydr. press-in devices
and frame; without control.

Special price: € 22,800 + VAT / FCA 86859 Igling

SPECIAL
PRICE

SINGLE-SHAFT-SHREDDER
M600/1-600-9,2 kW

SINGLE-SHAFT-SHREDDER
M700/1-600-7,5 kW

Single-Shaft-Shredder 
M700/1-600-7,5 kW * (several available)

Machine number:  2268; 2269; 2270; 
    2271; 2272
Cutting size:   580 x 670 mm
Drive power:   7,5 kW
Blade width:   30 mm
Number of blades:  19 pieces
Blade shape:   3-hooked
Perforation diameter: without sieve
Construction year:  2012 / 2013

Cutting unit without funnel, frame and control.
 

Special price: € 18,800 + VAT / FCA 86859 Igling

THREE-SHAFT-SHREDDER
M465/3-480-2x11 kW

Three-Shaft-Shredder 
M465/3-480-2x11 kW

Machine number:  1999
Cutting size:   480 x 580 mm
Drive power:   2 x 11 kW
Blade width:   30 mm
Number of blades:  24 pieces
Perforation diameter: 30 mm
Construction year:  2009

Machine with funnel, frame and control.

Special price: € 26,500 + VAT / FCA 86859 Igling

SWARF-SHREDDING-DRUM
TSZ 1500

Swarf-shredding-drum TSZ 1500

Machine number:  3241
Cutting size:   600 x 400 mm
Drive power:   5,5 kW
Construction year:  2020

 
 

Machine with drum, frame and control.

Special price: € 52,000 + VAT / FCA 86859 Igling
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ERDWICH ZERKLEINERUNGS-SYSTEME GMBH
Gewerbestraße 6 
D-86859 Igling
Phone: +49 (0)8191 - 96 52 - 0 
Fax: +49 (0)8191 - 96 52 - 16 
E-Mail: infoline@erdwich.de

Further application areas:
 Electronic waste
 Metal swarf
 Refrigeration plant
 Substitute fuels
 Cardboard
 Special waste
 and many more

Innovation is our standard!

As a highly specialised engineering and production company 
ERDWICH offers exceptional services in recycling and shredder 
technology, backed up by over 30 years of experience. Shredding 
machinery, special solutions, complete recycling systems and 
global services are our core competencies, to which our team 
dedicates itself enthusiastically every day.

Owner-managed, with personal, intensive support, short reaction 
times and comprehensive service, we offer our customers first-class 
quality made in Bavaria. Get to know us.

Welcome!

Core competences:
 Shredding machinery
 Plant engineering
 Service

Take advantage of 
your opportunity and 
test your material 
without any obligation 
in the ERDWICH Test 
Centre.
We look forward to
seeing you there.


